
DDUCK BOKKI
(Spicy Rice Cake)

CUP CHICKEN
(Golden Fried Chicken)

&

CHEESE BALLS
(5pcs)

CUP CHICKEN
(Golden Fried Chicken)

&$11.99 $11.99

COMBO 1 COMBO 2

- Secret Sauced

- Hot Spicy

- Gangjeong

- Honey Garlic

- Soy Garlic

- Cheeseling

- Mara Hot

- Sir Fried

- Galbi QADD

$1
ADD

$2

- Secret Sauced

- Hot Spicy

- Gangjeong

- Honey Garlic

- Soy Garlic

- Cheeseling

- Mara Hot

- Sir Fried

- Galbi Q
ADD

$1
ADD

$2

Served with pickeld radish / HALF SIZE - 1ea (80g) , WHOLE SIZE - 2ea (80g)

bb.q COMBO

bb.q SIDE

WHOLE

1

2

치즈볼 5pcs

떡볶이

Cheese Balls (5pcs)

Dduck Bokki

$ 6.99

$ 9.99

3

4

치킨무

추가 소스

Pickled Radish

Extra Sauce

$ 0.99

$ 0.99

1

2

소이갈릭 덮밥

마라 핫 덮밥

Soy Garlics Over Rice

Mala Hot Over Rice

3
자메이칸 덮밥
Jamaican Chicken Over Rice

CHICKEN OVER RICE

COMING SOON

- bb.q Chicken with steamed white rice - 

$11.99
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7

9
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金色油炸雞塊 
Golden Fried Chicken
골든 후라이드
Our Golden Fried Chicken deliver an unforgettable taste!

秘製甜味炸雞塊 
Secret Sauced Chicken
시크릿양념
Secret Sauced Chicken are individually brushed with bb.q’s special
sweet and spicy sauce made of tomato, onion, garlic and spices

辣味炸雞塊 
Hot Spicy Chicken
핫 스파이시
Hot Spicy Chicken are individually brushed
with bb.q’s special spicy sauce for extra heat

韓式果醬炸雞塊
Gangjeong Chicken
강정치킨
Gangjeong Chicken with red peppers, garlic and Korean
traditional Gangjeong sauce for tangy and sweet �avor

Lightly coated and individually brushed with our honey and garlic
sauce for a sweet, bold and aromatic �avor with a crunchy texture

Marinated with soy and garlic sauce, the �avor is bold and
rich while it is not salty with thin coating and crunchy texture

Fried chicken covered with mascarpone and cheddar cheese for delicate �avors

$15.99
A combination of crunchy fried chicken and appetizing spiciness of Mala
sauce the Vietnamese and Chungyang chili peppers give �ery spiciness

Harmonized crunchy texture with sweet and spicy taste based on richness
roasted onion sauce and �akes made with cereal, onion and garlic

韓式燒烤炸雞 
Galbi Q Chicken
극한왕갈비

11

Traditional Korean Galbi sauce with sliced green onion onto fried chicken

711


